FIRST GUN FIRED
Republican Campaign Opens at Woodburn.

RALLY OF THE VALLEY
Big Crowds Are Inspired by Elloquent Addresses.

ROOSEVELT'S NAME CHEERED
Cassius Rear Sedation and Wander of Man Born in Long Line of Presidents Through the Principal Gates of the Hunting Plant.

FIRST GUN FIRED
Republican Campaign Opens at Woodburn.

EVADE A BATTLE
Russians Evacuate Feng Wang Cheng.

JAPANESE ARE IN CONTROL
They Are Now Masters of Very Important Territory.

ANOTHER ARMY MAY COME
It Would Move North Along the Railway of Line Yu-Ping-Nankin-Pearl Arthur Railway of Cathay.

HILLPROOSTIGER
Ex-Senator Shows No Mercy for Enemy.

TACTICS HURTIN PARKER
Tammany Men Will Fight Hard in National Convention.

THE HEARST BOOM IS KILLED
Jorin's Manager Pays to Mass Copyright on a Trust Fund and New Prominent Capitalist Do the Bidding.

HILLS PROSTITUTES

SOON PICK A MAN
Delegates Will Find Successor to Hall.

MEETING IS SET FOR JUNE
District Attorney Will Hold On Until Land-Cease Trials.

BANCROFT CASE REVIEWED

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Pasco County, that would have been a lot of help for those who believe the Republican party is the party of the people. But it has been a long time since the Republican party has been the party of the people. But it has been a long time since.
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